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You talked about utilizing serverless Azure and Data 
Lake for your Azure migrations by modernizing the 
applications so they can be cloud native. You also 
outlined the use of Data Lake and Azure to build your 
data platform. An example of a customer we are 
supporting with the exact same initiative is Nestle.



The Architects then worked with the DevOps team to refactor the legacy apps that were incompatible from 32bit 

to 64bit so they could sit native on Azure.

Both team builds were completed with 2 weeks and were all contract resources from a combination of our bench 

and our immediate network of available consultants.

We started out by placing 7 Azure Architects on site who were responsible for:

We then built a squad of 38 Azure DevOps Engineers who were experienced with native Azure environments to:

Assessment of existing applications hosted on premise

Design and implementation of Azure Architecture

Migrating compatible applications to the Azure Cloud

Develop and deploy the SaaS solution

Build and deploy CICD pipelines

Utilise AKS production environments running at 700,000 requests per second

PROJECT 1:
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We provided 8 Principal Data Architects, a combination of both Technical and Solutions focused who:

Then we placed 29 Data Engineers who were responsible for;

The structure of the Data Project was similar, and Nestle are also using Data Factory and Data Lake for Azure. 

Made an assessment of J&J’s current architecture and put a plan in place for the 
migration.

Built the Data Platform, AA/AI roadmaps, and ensure long term technical viability of 
new deployments, infusing key analytics and AI technologies where appropriate. (e.g. 
Azure ML, ML Server, BOT framework, Cognitive Services, Big Data, Data Lake, Azure 
Databricks, etc.)

Designing and Building Modern Data Pipelines and Data Streams.

Designing and Building Data Service APIs.

Expose data to end users using Power BI, Azure API Apps or other modern visualization 
platform or experience.

PROJECT 2:

This team build was completed over the course of 4 weeks and they delivered the program successfully within 

time frames.

All in all we placed 60 resources with Nestle within 6 weeks, 20% of the resources were FTE’s and the other 80% 

were contractors that we placed on an SOW agreement.
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If you would like to connect with the client to ask any questions around the model 
and take a reference on our delivery I can have that arranged.

Jamie Fraser
CEO
jamie@interex-group.com


